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Abstract

We seek to predict the GPS location of a query image given
a database of images localized on a map with known GPS
locations. The contributions of this work are three-fold: (1)
we formulate the image-based localization problem as a re-
gression on an image graph with images as nodes and edges
connecting close-by images; (2) we design a novel image
matching procedure, which computes similarity between the
query andpairsof database images using edges of the graph
and consideringlinear combinationsof their feature vec-
tors. This improves generalization to unseen viewpoints
and illumination conditions, while reducing the database
size; (3) we demonstrate that the query location can be pre-
dicted by interpolating locations of matched images in the
graph without the costly estimation of multi-view geometry.
We demonstrate benefits of the proposed image matching
scheme on the standard Oxford building benchmark, and
show localization results on a database of 8,999 panoramic
Google Street View images of Pittsburgh.

1. Introduction

The goal of this work is to predict the GPS location of
a query image given a database of images with known GPS
locations [29, 36]. This is a challenging task as the query
and database images maybe taken from different view-
points, under different illumination and partially occluded.

Significant progress has been recently achieved in large-
scale localization using efficient representations from im-
age retrieval [6, 15, 26, 28] often coupled with geomet-
ric constraints provided by 3D models of the environ-
ment [1, 11, 18].

We investigate a regression approach to the image-based
location prediction problem and wish to find a mapping
from some features of the query image to its position on
the map, given a large database of geotagged images. The
choice of the form of such a regressor is an important one
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Figure 1.Illustration of matching linear combinations of sur-
rounding views on an image graph. Left: Images localized along
a path on a 2D map. Images are connected by edges (dotted lines),
defining an image graph. The query image is shown in black.
Right: Corresponding image descriptors in the feature space. Con-
sidering distances between the query descriptor and 1D subspaces
(shown in blue) given by affine linear combinations of image de-
scriptors along edges in the graph can lead to better matches. The
nearest neighbor descriptor to the query is incorrect (red).

and may depend on a number of factors including the fea-
ture representation, measure of image similarity, structure
of the map and the number of images in the database.

We formulate visual localization as two stage regression:
In the first stage, we wish to find a subset, which we call the
surrounding image set, of images in the database, which
depict the same place (i.e. the same 3D structure) as the
query. In the second stage, the goal is to interpolate the
location of the query from GPS locations of images in the
matched subset of the database.

In the first stage we opt for the efficient bag-of-feature
representation that has demonstrated excellent performance
in large-scale image/object retrieval [5, 14, 22, 23] and
place recognition [6, 15, 28]. In addition, we model the geo-
tagged image database as animage graph[17, 25, 33, 37],
where images are nodes and edges connect images at close-
by locations on the map.

We design a matching procedure, illustrated in Fig. 1,
that considers linear combinations of bag-of-feature vec-
tors of database images along edges of the image graph.



Considering linear combinations of multiple feature vectors
on the image graph can significantly improve matching ac-
curacy by increasing robustness to missing or mismatched
local image features, and improving generalization across
viewpoint and illumination with only negligible effects on
the computational cost at query time.

Given a set of matched images depicting the same 3D
structure as the query, the camera of the query image
can be estimated using structure from motion (SfM) tech-
niques [8, 32]. SfM methods are getting mature, but they
are computationally expensive and often depend on good
initialization. Therefore, for the second stage, we investi-
gate how well the location of the query can be predicted
by interpolating GPS locations of the matched database im-
ages using image-based similarity alone without estimating
the multi-view geometry of the underlying scene.

The contributions of this work are three-fold: (1) we for-
mulate the image-based localization problem as a regression
on an image graph; (2) we design a novel image matching
procedure, which considers linear combinations of image
feature vectors along edges in the graph; (3) we demon-
strate that query image location can be directly predicted by
interpolating locations of matched images.

Related work: Cummins and Newman [6], and Knoppet
al. [15] perform large-scale appearance-based localiza-
tion using the bag-of-feature representation but consider
only matches to individual images in the database with-
out considering linear combinations of bag-of-feature vec-
tors. Schindler et al. [28] demonstrate appearance-based
localization in a dense image sequence using vocabulary
trees [22], spreading votes of individual query image fea-
tures across close-by views on the map [19, 30, 35]. Zamir
and Shah [35] localize query image using Google Street
View imagery by matching individual feature descriptors
(not quantized into visual words) and analyzing spatial dis-
tribution of the matches on the 2D map.

Our similarity measure considers linear combinations
of feature descriptors is in spirit similar to query expan-
sion [4, 5], which significantly improves object retrieval
performance. We consider all linear combinations (rather
than the average), expand the database (rather than the
query) and compute the expansion in a closed form at query
time, without ever computing and storing additional bag-of-
feature vectors [5] or descriptors [24, 33] on the database
side.

Irschara et al. [11] considered localization using SfM
point clouds and generated synthetic views from a 3D
model enabling generalization to unseen viewpoints. 3D
point cloud is also used by Li et al. [18] who select a subset
of 3D features that appear and were successfully matched in
many database images. In contrast, we investigate localiza-
tion by interpolating positions of database images without

the costly 3D reconstruction, which might not be always
available. We focus on street-side imagery such as Google
Street View rather than video sequences [11] or landmark
image collections [18].

Combinations of feature vectors lead to smaller image
databases. Hence, our approach is also related to meth-
ods compressing the image datasets for localization and
retrieval. Previous work in this area include methods
based on image graphs [17, 25, 33, 37], epitomes [21],
3D point clouds [11, 18], or selecting representative fea-
tures [15, 16, 28]. In particular, we build on the image graph
methods, but create the graph using the structure of the 2D
map (rather than matching images) and enhance generaliza-
tion by considering linear combinations of feature vectors
along edges of the graph.

Place recognition has been in part formulated as a lin-
ear classification task in a discrete set of predefined land-
marks [17] or nearest-neighbor scene matching to obtain a
coarse localization on the level of cities or continents [9]. In
this work, we formulate the image-based localization as a
regression problem and introduce a new, two-stage regres-
sion algorithm. Our regression approach is different from
the standard regressors, such as e.g. kernel ridge regres-
sion [3], that typically consider only datapoint similarities
in the feature space. In our case, we take advantage of the
fact that images are organized on the map and build this
structure into the regressor directly by considering linear
combinations of pairs of spatially close images, given by
the image graph.

2. Localization as regression on image graph

Next, we formulate the image-based localization task as
a regression problem and outline the two-stage structure of
the proposed regression function.

The problem formulation: We represent the visual con-
tent of images by their (tf-idf weighted [27]) bag-of-
features [31] descriptorsd, which are vectors of dimension
between104 and106, depending on the vocabulary size.

We consider animage maporganized as a graphG =
(D, E) with N verticesD = {(di,xi)}

N
i=1 consisting

of image descriptors and their corresponding locations on
a planar map represented by two-dimensional vectorsxi.
EdgesE of G link close views, which share visual content.
In Google Street View data, for instance,D corresponds
to panoramic images andE corresponds to links allowing
to navigate from an image to its neighbours. In landmark
datasets, such as the Oxford building benchmark set [23],
edges may link images which share a planar structure which
was successfully matched by a homography.

We introduce a localization functionf

xq = f(q, G) (1)



that provides the locationxq of a descriptorq using an im-
age mapG.

We will demonstrate that edgesE provide a very con-
venient structure for image based localization and allow to
localize query more accurately than individual image de-
scriptors. Consider a pair of descriptorsd1, d2, which are
linked by an edge, i.e. close-by views in the image map.
Now, imagine a query descriptorq, from somewhere be-
tween the map views. Suchq will likely share content with
both descriptorsd1, d2. It will be more similar to some
combination ofd1, d2 than to each of them individually.
We will show that linear combination ofd1, d2 is a mean-
ingful combination which improves the performance of vi-
sual localization.

We will next focus on developing a suitable localization
functionf , given a visual mapG and a representative query
setDQ. In the experimental results, section 5, we will in-
vestigate localization performance with respect to different
natural choices ofG, corresponding to different densities of
images in the image map. We focus on the analysis of the
maximal error, and study the localization performance with
respect to the percentage of query images localized within
a given maximum distance.

Two stage regression on an image graph: We consider a
set of localization functions constrained by the fact that we
wish to predict therelativelocation of the query image w.r.t.
only itssurrounding imageson the map, which share visual
content with the query. The number of such surrounding
images depends on the visible 3D structure (e.g. a narrow
street vs. an open square), but in typical urban environments
would be rather small.

Motivated by this constraint, it is natural to constructf

in two consecutive steps. In the first step, (a subset of ) the
surrounding images that share the visual content with the
query is identified and, in the second step, the location of the
query w.r.t. the surrounding images is computed. This two-
step approach is also desirable since efficient image search
techniques [12, 22, 23] can be used to generate potential
surrounding images and more expensive techniques of im-
age matching with geometric verification can then be used
within the surrounding set [23]. In this work, though, we
will consider purely image-based approaches with no ex-
plicit use of multi-view geometry for the second step.

In particular, we consider alinear regressionlocalization
functionf of the form

xq =
∑

s∈S(q)

wsxs (2)

wherexq is the predicted location of the query and

S(q) = fS(q, G) (3)

is the subset ofG determining the surrounding set for
query vectorq obtained by asurrounding set retrievalfunc-
tion fS .

Next section describes details of obtaining the surround-
ing set for query vectorq and section 4 describes how we
obtain the predictive weightsws, for a particular surround-
ing set.

3. Matching linear combinations of surround-
ing views

In this section we define surrounding image sets for a
given visual map and explain how we perform retrieval by
matching linear combinations of surrounding views linked
by edges ofE.

Surrounding views. Given queryq, we wish to deter-
mine graphS(q) = (DS , ES) – a subset of visual mapG –
with imagesDS that share visual content withq.

We observed that the query descriptor vectorq is often
approximated well by a linear combination of descriptor
vectors of images linked by edges inS(q). The intuition
behind this approach is twofold. First, visual words present
in the query vector, but missing in an individual database
image, e.g. due to occlusion but also noise in detection
and quantization, could be “filled-in” when multiple images
are considered. Second, considering linear combinations of
feature vectors is a form of view interpolation, but here per-
formed in the high-dimensional feature space, which effec-
tively expands the database to intermediate views.

With the above motivation, we are looking for a sur-
rounding graphS(q), which consists of only one edge from
G. For instance, we exploit the structure of the Google
Street View image database which is arranged into a pla-
nar graph such that images with small graph distance [7]
share visual content. By restricting possibleS(q) to pairs
of images with unit graph distance, we assure that images
of S(q) share visual content and can be meaningfully com-
bined by the linear regressor (2). This choice is in particular
appropriate for city street localization where only spatially
close images, often captured in a sequence along a street,
share useful visual content.

It will become clear from the experiments presented in
section 5 that the nearest neighbor (NN) matching is sensi-
ble, especially for dense maps. For sparser maps, however,
it is more successful to retrieve pairs of images with small
graph distance. The intuition behind this observation is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1.

The best matching pairS(q) to the queryq is obtained
by finding the most similar affine combination among all
pairs defined byE,

S(q) = argmin(i,j)∈E min
α∈R

‖q−((1−α)di+αdj)‖
2, (4)
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Figure 2. Values of the spatial interpolatorξ as a function of the
relative similarityβ, given by (6), for many training query images
sampled along lines connecting image map images. Notice the
affine dependence ofξ onβ.

whereα is the parameter of the affine combination. The
minimum overα can be obtained in a closed form as

α∗ =
(dj − di)

⊤(q − di)

‖dj − di‖2
. (5)

Linear and convex combinations can be also considered. In
our case, however, we found that there was no difference
between the affine and convex combination and only a very
small (a fraction of a percent) difference in performance be-
tween the affine and linear combination. The advantage of
the affine (and convex) combination is that it is determined
by one parameter and hence it facilitates one-dimensional
linear regression of the next prediction step (Section 4).

Note also, that as the minimum overα can be computed
in a closed form, considering linear combinations of fea-
ture vectors has only a small effect on the efficiency of the
localization. In particular, as in object retrieval [23, 31] effi-
cient inverted file indexing [34] can be used to compute in-
ner products between the query and database vectors, which
are in turn used to compute optimalα for each pair. In addi-
tion, for typical image maps the number of considered im-
age pairs (i.e. edges in the image graph) grows only linearly
with the number of images in the image map.

Equipped with the surrounding setS(q) for the query,
composed of a pair of images, we now consider the predic-
tion of the query location.

4. Predicting position of the query image

In this section, we discuss how to obtain weightsws in
the predictor given in (2). While it may seem that the affine
combination parameterα∗ can be used directly for predict-
ing the location of the query, it turns out that such predic-
tions are significantly biased towards the mean of locations
in the pair of surrounding views. This might be explained
by missing visual words in the query with respect to its
surrounding views, due to occlusions, missed detections or
variations beyond invariance built into the descriptor vector.
To see this, consider an example where the query image is
taken at exactly the same position as the first image in the
surrounding set, i.e.xq = x1. Ideally, from (2), the desired

output would bew1 = 1 andw2 = 0. However, due to po-
tential differences in lighting, occlusions and measurement
noise,q 6= d1 and henceα 6= 0.

We found that the best predictor of query location is ob-
tained as follows. First, we compute the relative similarity
of query to both images in the best matching surrounding
set,

β =
q⊤ds1

q⊤ds1 + q⊤ds2
. (6)

We examine many descriptorsq and their corresponding
surrounding imagesS(q) = (s1, s2) and express the posi-
tion ofq as the affine combination of its surrounding images
xq = xs1

+ ξ (xs2
− xs1

). We thus obtain the correspond-
ing location interpolatorξ. Then, we have also obtained the
corresponding relative visual similarityβ according to (6).

Fig. 2 shows values ofξ against values ofβ for many real
images. We can see that there is a strong affine dependence
of ξ on β and therefore it is possible to estimateξ from β

by an affine interpolator

ξq = a0 + a1β. (7)

Given this observation, we train parametersa0, a1 on an
independent representative set of images and then use them
to predict query positionxq as

x = xs1
+(a0+a1β)(xs2

−xs1
) with (s1, s2) = S(q) (8)

whereS(q) is determined by (4) andβ by (6).

5. Results

We evaluate the benefits of considering pairs of feature
descriptors along edges in the image graph for image match-
ing and location prediction.

Matching performance. The matching performance is
evaluated on two tasks: (i) matching panoramic images
from Google Street View and (ii) matching perspective im-
ages from the standard Oxford Buildings benchmark [23].

In the first task, we use the Google Street View Pitts-
burgh Research Data Set (”Street View Research”), which
consists of a sequence of 8,999 panoramic images. We first
downsample all images to 1,664× 512 pixels (half the orig-
inal size) to reduce the number of feature detections. The
images are then described by the bag-of-features represen-
tation [31, 23]: 1) SURF descriptors [2] are extracted, 2) vi-
sual vocabulary of 100,000 visual words from SURF’s from
every 20th image is built by approximate k-means cluster-
ing [20, 23], 3) tf-idf weighted vectors [27] are computed
by quantizing the SURF descriptors using the visual vo-
cabulary and re-weighted according to the number of oc-
currences of each word in the database, 4) tf-idf vectors
are normalized to unit length and 5) the image similarity
is computed as the inner product of tf-idf vectors.
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Figure 3. Matching performance for the proposed method (AC)
(red), the similarity averaging approach (Ave) (green) andthe
baseline nearest neighbor based approach (NNnbh) (blue). The
error is measured as the percentage of mismatched query images
(y-axis) for different database sampling rates∆ (x-axis). A mis-
match is declared when the query is not assigned (a) to the cor-
rect (ground truth) edge in the graph or (b) to the correct edge
or its neighbors in the graph (a less strict criteria than (a)). Note
the significant reduction in error rate for AC compared to base-
line NNnbh. AC outperforms the Ave method if exact match is
required (a), but both methods perform similarly in coarse-level
matching (b).

We use subsets of the odd numbered frames as the image
databaseD with known GPS locations and all even num-
bered frames as the query setDQ. The image map, rep-
resented by graphG, is constructed by regularly sampling
every∆-th image from the databaseD. We call∆ sampling
rate. Edges of the graph are obtained by connecting consec-
utive images along the (known) acquisition sequence. In the
Street View Research Set, where images are roughly spaced
by 1 meter, sampling rate of∆ ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25} cor-
responds roughly to image spacing of{10, 20, 30, 40, 50}
meters (recall that half the original images are set aside as
the query set). Note that by construction, each query im-
age from the query setDQ lies along one edge of graph
G, which defines the ground truth surrounding set for the
query. The goal of matching is to find the correct surround-
ing set for each query. We investigate matching perfor-
mance of the linear combination method (AC) and the av-
eraging method (Ave), which finds the best matching pair
by averaging the image descriptor vectors along the edge
(equivalent to fixingα = 0.5, or averaging the similar-
ity scores). The results are compared to a baseline method
(NNnbh), which finds the best nearest neighbor image fol-
lowed by finding the second nearest neighbor within the
two surrounding locations of the best match. Fig. 3 shows
the matching performance with respect to varying database
sampling rate∆.

In the next experiment we use 1,143 Pittsburgh Google
Street View images (”Street View Web”) as the image
map. The image graph is defined by the connectivity be-
tween the images as used to navigate on maps.google.com.
Images and the graph structure were downloaded from
maps.google.com. All images from the Street View Re-
search dataset are used as queries. This is a realistic and ex-
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Figure 4.Matching pairs of Street View images. Y-axis shows
the fraction of incorrectly matched query test images (”Street
View Research”). Query image is considered mismatched if the
best matched database image (”Street View Web”) is further than
”Thr” meters (x-axis) from the ground truth nearest neighbor in
the database. Note the reduction in matching error by the pro-
posed linear combination matching method (AC) compared to the
three other baselines (see text for details).

tremely challenging scenario, where (most of) the database
and test images are obtained under different acquisition con-
ditions (different season, time of day, path, etc). The spac-
ing between the database Street View Web images is be-
tween 10-20 meters, which corresponds approximately to
sampling rates of 5-10 on the Street View Research data.
The proposed approach (AC) is compared to the nearest
neighbor matching baseline (NN), its modification (NNnbh)
and the averaging based method (Ave) described above. Re-
sults are shown in Fig. 4 and examples of correctly and in-
correctly matched queries are shown in Fig. 5.

We also evaluate image pair matching on the Oxford
Building Dataset [23], a standard benchmark dataset for ob-
ject retrieval. We use the tf-idf vectors from [10] and obtain
the image graph from the authors of [25]. The image graph
has 34,028 edges and is built based on the efficient pairwise
matching with geometric verification using planar homo-
graphies to ensure that images connected by edges contain
the same 3D structures. Retrieval performance is evaluated
using the standard mean average precision (mAP) over all
55 queries. Given a query, retrieval using the image graph
is performed as follows: (i) all nodes are scored using the
similarity (inner product) to the nearest neighbor (NN) [23];
(ii) all edges are scored using the proposed linear combina-
tion method; (iii) images are ranked using the highest scor-
ing edge (if connected) or their individual score (if single-
tons). We compare four different edge scoring methods for
retrieval using the image graph: (a) the linear combination
approach and (b-d) the average/max/min similarity of the
two images along the edge. Results are compared to the
nearest neighbor (NN) [23] and NN with soft-assignment
(SA) [24] baselines in table 1. Example matches are shown
in Fig. 6. All image graph methods significantly improve
over the baseline nearest neighbor (NN). In addition, com-
bining images along edges in the graph, either by consider-
ing their linear combinations (AC) or averaging their sim-
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Figure 5. Examples of a matched (left column) and a mismatched (right column) query. The map (middle column) shows all matched (red)
and mismatched (gray) query images (”Street View Research”). Database images (”Street View Web”) are shown in blue. Query image is
considered mismatched if the best matched database image isfurther than 20 meters from the location of the ground truth nearest neighbor.

Baselines Image graph methods
NN [23] SA [24] AC Ave Max Min
0.6138 0.6694 0.7589 0.7546 0.7020 0.6138

Table 1. Mean average precision (mAP) on the Oxford building
dataset for the baseline nearest neighbor (NN) and nearest neigh-
bor with soft-assignmnet (SA) methods compared with different
image graph retrieval methods that combine images along edges
in the graph.

ilarities to the query (Ave), improves over considering im-
ages along the edge individually (Max / Min methods) as
well as the soft-assignment (SA) baseline. Although the
AC method performs the best, the Ave method performs
also well. This maybe due to the nature of the benchmark,
which evaluates retrieval (i.e. findingall matches contain-
ing the query object) as opposed to localization (accurately
finding the closest matching pair), where estimating the pre-
cise value ofα may not be that important. To further eval-
uate benefits of linear combination matching a dataset with
accurate image locations will be necessary. The proposed
graph-based matching/localization approaches (AC or Ave)
are also memory efficient, as no new views need to be syn-
thesized [11] or individual descriptors propagated to neigh-
boring views [33]. Finally, further matching improvements
are expected by combining the proposed approach with the
expansion on the query side [4, 5].

Predicting query location. Here we evaluate the local-
ization accuracy of the complete two stage regressor using
the Street View Research dataset.

The data is split again into the database setD and the
query setDQ as outlined above. The last 900 frames of
the sequence are used as training data to obtain the regres-
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Figure 7. Localization error measured by the percentage of mis-
matches of the proposed method (AC) (y-axis) vs. the baseline
nearest neighbor approach (NN) (x-axis). Each curve shows ac-
curacy for a fixed sampling rate∆. Each marked point on the
curve corresponds to a particular value of the localizationtoler-
ancegtdist in meters. The values ofgtdist are shown next to each
point. (b) is a close-up of (a) at the origin.

sion parameters in (7) and are removed completely from
the query set and the database. We measure the localization
performance by the percentage of query images, which are
localized withingtdist meters from their ground truth GPS
location. Again, we investigate performance when varying
this localization accuracy threshold.

We compare performance of the proposed method (AC)
with the standard nearest neighbor baseline (NN), where
the query location is predicted as the location of the near-
est neighbor to the query. We have also experimented with
variations of the NN approach where, the query location is
predicted as a (learnt) linear combination of the two nearest
neighbor locations in the feature space or a (learnt) linear
combination of the nearest neighbor and the second nearest
neighbor within surrounding locations. However, we found



Figure 6. The benefits of linear combination matching for retrieval on the Oxford building dataset. Each triplet shows: query image
(left) and a pair of images along an edge in the image graph, which were low ranked individually, but matching the query to the linear
combination of their tf-idf vectors significantly improvedtheir ranking.
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Figure 8. Localization with and without the learnt regressor (best
viewed in color). Black circles ”o” denote known positions of im-
ages in the image map. Blue dots denote the ground truth locations
of the query images. Predictions obtained by interpolationusing
the relative similarity scoreβ directly are shown in green. Predic-
tions obtained by the corrected weights of the combined two-stage
regressor are shown in red. Both types of predictions are con-
nected by lines to the corresponding ground truth locations. Note
how the regressed predictions (red) improve localization over the
directly interpolated predictions (green), which tend to cluster in
the middle of the matched image pairs in the image map.

that the simple NN approach performs the best.
Fig. 7 compares the localization performance between

the proposed method (AC) (y-axis) and the baseline near-
est neighbor approach (NN) (x-axis). When the curves lie
under the dashed line the proposed method AC performs
better than baseline NN. It is interesting to study the result
of sampling rate∆ = 5 and10, which corresponds to blue
and black curves, because the spacing of 10 to 20 meters is
roughly the spacing of Google Street View images available
on the Internet. The improvement by AC is significant espe-
cially with small localization tolerance thresholdgtdist. For
example, for∆ = 5 (see the blue curve in Fig. 7(b)), which
corresponds roughly to spacing of 10 meters between im-
ages in the image map, and localization tolerancegtdist = 5
meters, the nearest neighbor approach incorrectly localizes
about 6% of query images, while the proposed approach
reduces this error to half (about 3%). Fig. 9 shows exam-
ples of correctly localized queries using the proposed lin-
ear combination matching. Fig. 8 illustrates the benefits of
using the learnt two-stage regressor over using directly the
relative similarity scoreβ to predict the query location.

Note that the better performance of the proposed ap-
proach over the baseline NN method is due to two reasons.

First, the proposed method can find the correct surrounding
set, in cases when the NN method fails, i.e. considering lin-
ear combinations of close-by views provides better matches
to the query. Second, once the correct surrounding set is
found, the proposed method can more accurately predict a
the location of the query as a (learnt) linear combination of
locations of the images in the surrounding set.

Scalability: Practical image based localization has to aim
at working with millions of images. The state of the art ap-
proaches to image search [12, 22, 23] are based on efficient
search for the single most similar (NN) descriptor.

In this work we replace the search for the single most
similar descriptor by a search for a pair of descriptors. Al-
though searching for pairs might be too expensive in gen-
eral, the structure of visual localization makes searchingfor
pairs (almost) as efficient as searching for individual de-
scriptors.

Consider that each image in the image map has only a
small number of its potential surrounding sets and therefore
the size of surrounding sets is linear (with the slope 1 to 3)
in the number of images in the database. For instance, if
the database ofN images is arranged as a sequence, there
is onlyN −1 surrounding pairs to consider. In case of fully
planar localization, when image pairs would be replaced by
image triplets, the number of triangles to consider would
be maximally3 N − 6 (consider Euler formula for a planar
triangulated graph). This makes our technique as scalable as
the search for the most similar descriptor at a considerably
better performance.

6. Conclusions

We have formulated the image-based localization task
as a regression problem on an image graph and developed
a two stage regressor, which takes advantage of the graph
structure of the database. We have shown that considering
linear combinations of descriptors along edges in the image
graph significantly improves matching accuracy over the
standard nearest neighbor matching. We have considered
linear combinations of two close-by images, which is well
suited for matching street-side imagery. The concept, how-
ever, can be generalized to image triplets or n-tuples, which



(a) Query image 6888 (b) i1 6881 (c) i2 6891 (d) 1st NN 371 (e) 2nd NN 6881

(a) Query image 2628 (b) i1 2621 (c) i2 2631 (d) 1st NN 1841 (e) 2nd NN 2631
Figure 9.Examples of correct localization on the map with sampling rate ∆ = 5 using the proposed method. (a) Query image.
(b-c) The image pair selected by the proposed matching of linear combinations of image descriptors (correct). (d-e) Thefirst two nearest
neighbors (1st NN is incorrect). The distance between images (b) and (c) on the visual map is about 10 meters. The predicted location of
the query is within 3 meters of its true location.

may be considered for other scenarios where the 2D visual
map is densely connected. Finally, we have used the bag-
of-features representation, but the proposed approach can
be used with other image descriptors developed for large-
scale matching [13].
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